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1. What is the name of the RDA's facility at Pandora?

2. What race are the species of tall, blue-skinned humanoids that live on Pandora?

3. Who is the biologist Jake is introduced to that arrived on the same rotation of personnel as he did?

4. Who is the leader of the Avatar program?

5. Why is Grace very standoffish when she first meets Jake?

6. How does Grace implore Jake to document his journey?

7. Why does Jake become dangerously ecstatic when he first links with his avatar?

8. What does Grace tell Jake will happen to him if he plays with the long appendage (the Queue) connected to 
his head?

9. Who does Colonel Quaritch convince to become his informant to gather information on the Na'vi and their 
home?

10. If he provides intel on the Na'vi, what does Quaritch offer Jake in return?

11. What did Grace teach young Na'vi at the now abandoned school house?

12. To the sadness of Grace, there are unused books scattered on the floor of the abandoned school house. 
What popular Dr. Seuss book is one of them?
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Quizmaster Answers
1. Hell's Gate
2. Na'vi
3. Norm Spellman
4. Dr. Grace Augustine
5. She has a disdain to soldiers
6. By making his own video logs

7. Being able to walk again
8. He will 'go blind'
9. Jake
10. To pay for Jakes spinal surgery
11. English
12. The Lorax
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1. What is the name of the RDA's facility at Pandora?

2. What race are the species of tall, blue-skinned humanoids that live on Pandora?

3. Who is the biologist Jake is introduced to that arrived on the same rotation of personnel as he did?

4. Who is the leader of the Avatar program?

5. Why is Grace very standoffish when she first meets Jake?

6. How does Grace implore Jake to document his journey?

7. Why does Jake become dangerously ecstatic when he first links with his avatar?

8. What does Grace tell Jake will happen to him if he plays with the long appendage (the Queue) connected to 
his head?

9. Who does Colonel Quaritch convince to become his informant to gather information on the Na'vi and their 
home?

10. If he provides intel on the Na'vi, what does Quaritch offer Jake in return?

11. What did Grace teach young Na'vi at the now abandoned school house?

12. To the sadness of Grace, there are unused books scattered on the floor of the abandoned school house. 
What popular Dr. Seuss book is one of them?
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